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OTC Derivatives Markets

The market financial derivatives is the fastest 
growing parts of the financial market over the 
last 30 years.

“Essentially, these instruments call for money to change
hands at some future date, with the amount to be
determined by one or more reference items, such as
interest rates, stock prices or currency values.” - Warren
Buffet



Credit Default Swaps (CDSs)



Stock Options

Stock Options: this is a contract in which one
side pays money today for the option to pur-
chase (a call) or sell (a put) a share of stock at 
a fixed price in the future.



Futures and Forwards

Futures and Forwards: These are contracts
where one side pays the other the difference
between the price of a commodity (such as oil)
or a financial asset (such as a Treasury Bond)
in the future minus a fixed value (called the
forward or futures price) set at the outset of the
contract.



Interest Rate Swap

Interest Rate Swap: an interest rate swap is an
agreement between two entities, whereby one
entity pays the long-term interest rate times a
notional amount minus the short-term interest
rate times the notional amount. The other
counterparty – the entity on the other side –
does the reverse.
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Interest Rate Swap

Example: Counterparty A & Counterparty B

• Notional principal - $1 million
• Term – 5 years
• A pays 5-Year Fixed Rate to B
• B pays 1-Year Floating-Rate to A
• The initial value is set to be Zero to both A and 

B
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Interest Rate Swap

Counterparty A:

Counterparty B:
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Asset Liabilities
$1 million $1 million

1-Year Floating-Rate Note 5-Year Fixed Rate Note

Asset Liabilities
$1 million $1 million

5-Year Fixed-Rate Note 1-Year Floating Rate Note



Derivatives

1. Valuation:
• PV of future cash flows: variation in the value of 

derivatives stemming from changes in the PV of 
future cash flows. This is called the Market Risk 
of the derivative contract.

• Credit worthiness of the Counterparty:
• Interest rises 1% → B must pay A. Value of the swap 

is the PV of all future payments from B to A.
• But, what would the contract be worth if B went 

bankrupt?
• This is called Counterparty Risk 9



Derivatives

2. Zero Net Supply

• For every winner in the derivatives market there 
is a loser.

• For the market as a whole, there is no market 
risk

• Regular financial assets like stocks or bonds 
are in positive net supply and are limited in 
amount
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Derivatives

3. Zero initial value to both sides 

• These contracts are restructured so that the 
initial value are zero to both parties.

• The value of a derivatives contract then 
changes as the value of the underlining asset 
changes.
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Derivatives
4. Uses of Derivatives 

• Risk management (Hedging)

If interest rates rise, this un-hedged firm’s equity will fall 
sharply in value. Why? The bank can hedge by imitating an 
interest rate swap in which they pay the fixed rate and 
receive floating rate.

• Speculation – Derivatives contracts are used to 
create highly levered positions (e.g. AIG) 12

Asset Liabilities
$100 Fixed Rate Mortgages $85 Short-term Deposits

$15 Equity



Derivatives

4. Counterparty Risk (Cont.)
• AIG insured over $400 billion in mortgage-backed 

securities leading up to the 2008 crisis.

• How should entities in the derivatives markets 
manage their counterparty risk? 

- Centralized exchange

- Collateral flows (e.g. margin account)
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Derivatives
4. Counterparty Risk (Cont.)
• Before the crisis, the decentralized OTC Derivatives 

Markets allowed institutions like AIG to amass its 
huge one-way bet on housing market.

• Warren Buffett anticipated exactly this type of 
problem in his letter to shareholders back in 
2002
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Derivatives
Central Counterparty (CCP)or Clearinghouse
• Flow of $$ in the Original Swap:

A → NP×Fixed Rate → B

B → NP×Floating Rate → A

• The CCP as counterparty to both A and B
A → NP×Fixed Rate → CCP

CCP → NP×Floating Rate → A

CCP → NP×Fixed Rate → B

B → NP×Floating Rate → CCP

Everyone needs to worry only about the CCP
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Derivatives

Advantages of the CCP over OTC
• Market Risk – the CCP has a net zero position in all

bets. Market risk is zero.

• Counterparty Risk – much small than with the
bilateral OTC arrangements.

• Market Transparency - The CCP ‘knows’ the market
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The Rise of Shadow Banking

• Finance moves toward market (i.e. non-bank 
finance) and away from financial intermediation 
(i.e. bank finance).

• In the 1970s most finance happened through the 
banking system. Banks are tightly regulated and 
watched by the Fed, OCC, and FDIC. 

• Today, most finance happens in the securities 
markets – the equity markets, the bond market, 
the commercial paper market and the market for 
asset-backed securities. 
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The Rise of Shadow Banking

• As we discussed in Lecture 1, the most important
function for the financial system, as we have
discussed, is to generate liquidity.

• This function has gravitated from banks to the
markets → the rise of ‘Shadow Banking’.

- Money-market mutual funds compete for deposits with
banks.

- Main components: the money market mutual fund
industry, the repo market, the commercial paper
market
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The Rise of Shadow Banking
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Traditional Financial System (Financial Assets)

Securities Markets: Bonds, Commercial Paper (non-financial), Public Equity

Derivatives Markets: Commodity Futures, Stock options



The Rise of Shadow Banking
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Modern Financial System (Financial Assets)

Securities Markets: Bonds, Commercial Paper (non-financial),
Public Equity, Mortgage-backed Securities & Asset-backed
Securities, CDOs, CLOs, ETFs, etc.
Derivatives Markets: Commodity & Financial Futures, Interest
rate and Credit Default Swaps, Options



The Rise of Shadow Banking
Modern Financial System (Financial Institutions)



The Rise of Shadow Banking

Source: “Financial Stability Policies for Shadow Banking” - Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Staff Reports, Feb 2014



The Rise of Shadow Banking

Source: “Financial Stability Policies for Shadow Banking” - Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Staff Reports, Feb 2014



The Rise of Shadow Banking
Many commentators have characterized the 2008
crisis as a run on the shadow banking system.

• Financial institutions cannot survive from a sudden
panicky withdrawal without the substantial injection
of short term funds.

• The traditional banking system is protected by FDIC
insurance and the Central Bank (Fed) as the Lender of
Last Resort.

• Shadow banking started collapsing when there were a
run on short term repo market, illiquidity in the
commercial paper market, and a sudden lack of
confidence in the money market mutual fund industry.
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